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ABSTRACT: Many”/technical reports, published papers and tunnel engineering codes are now available for
reference, to estimate the amount of ground settlement induced in shield tunnelling in soft clayey ground.
Actually for the prediction, however, it is necessary to realize and model a mechanism of the settlement
development. In this study, at first, the mechanism for the settlement induced by void closure at ea shield
machine tail is investigated from a geotechnical engineering point of view. Secondarily, the previous numerical
models for ground settlement prediction in shield tunnelling are critically reviewed comparing the computed
results with the measurements. Based on these considerations, It may be stated that a numerical procedure
based on total stress by Mori and Akagi may approximate the ground settlement at tail void closure and
.consolidation phenomena after that. In addition, the more practical 3-D analysis based on effective stress,

however, is concluded to be able to simulate a settlement behaviour during the' entire process of shield
tunnelling.

1. INTRODUCTION Mori and Akagi (1980,l983) studied the ground
The innovation of the shield machine has
improved the tunnelling construction for the last ten
years in Japan. Fig. 1 shows the observed settlement
values for the three typical types ofshield machine,
i)' Blind, ii) Mechanical earth pressure and iii) Heavy
mud. The blind type was developed earlier than the
other types. Comparatively larger values of settle
ment are observed in blind types than in the others
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_as shown in Figure l. It implies that a shield

machine type seems a dominant factor in settlement

development and the shield machine innovation

stated above has contributed much to the reduction
of grounddeformation in shield tunnelling. However,

it has been pointed' out that tail void closure

sometimes plays an‘ important - role in ground
settlement induced in shield tunnelling.
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Fig. 1 The observed settlements and machine type

settlement generated the by the delay or excessive
volume of chemical injection for the tail void of
shield machine. These soil disturbances might be
undrained shear behavior with excess water pressure

and the dissipation of the pressure will yield a
consolidation settlement in the ground. They also

proposed a simple procedure for the settlement
analysis based on total stress method. This shows an
aspect of the entire mechanism of ground deforma
tion in shield tunnelling. In practice, however, there
might be many other aspects for ground deformation
induced by shield tunnelling construction ( Sakajo,

l985b ). This kind of settlement mechanism
order to establish a more rational method for
therefore must be separated from the other kinds in

settlement prediction. In addition, the availability of
computing facilities has recently .created a boom in

the application of numerical techniques, among

which the finite element method has proven to be a
most versatile and useful tool.
These have been reported many numerical case
studies based on effective stress method for ground
deformation in shield tunnelling ( Adachi et al.,l985;
Sakai et al., 1985 ). Sakajo (l985b) proposed a 3-D

anal?/sis
system to consider the entire process of
shie d tunnelling.

Ladd et al. (1977), however, stated that a rediction
capability consists of three components: (ig a model
to describe soil behaviour, (ii) suitable methods to

evaluate
the required
soilfor
parameters,
Siii)
computational
procedures
ap lying theand
mode
to
practical problems. The ke to ihe success of these
deformation analyses largeiy depends on the factors
stated above. F rom this view point, the first author

has proposed a simplified procedure for embankment

foundation _based on finite element method using an

into the void to . prevent this void closure

elasto-plastic model and a set of soil parameters
estimated from plasticity index ( Sakajo, Chai and
Kamei, 1996; Sakajo and Kamei, 1996), although

The ground deformation therefore is caused by both
an immediate settlement due to tail void closure and

entirec Process
of shield
tunnelling,
including the tail
void
osure,_both
analytically
and geotechnically,
in
order to establish a rational prediction procedure for
the settlement in shield tunnelling.

2.2 GROUND SETTLEMENT IN SHIELD
TUNNELLING

2. CONSIDERATION ON TAIL VOID CLOSURE
AND GROUND SETTLEMENT

on an elemental base. must be considered. Fig_ 3_
shows the patterns of mechanical behaviour at' the

2.1 TAIL VOID CLOSURE

corresponding stress states of soil elements. In this
stage
(1) showsand
ground
surface
bfigure,
shieldthe
shel
penetration
the stage
(2)heaving
shows
sliear behaviour between shield shell and ground.

further research is required.
"Dhis paper investigates the mechanism during the

As shown in F-ig. 2(a), the shield machine consist of

i) Food part, ii) Garter part and iii) Tail part and
shield segments are constructed after the machine
passed the_ tail part. A gap so called 'Tail Void
Clearance' is usually from 20 to 30 mm in height,

which is made by the' difference between the
segment outer diameter and the shield machine

'

diameter.
Fig. 2(b) 'at
shows
a typical
forma
tion
with groutlng
the _tai
void segment
clearance.
This

clearance is inevitably produced around seg
ments just behind a shield machine tail. This

clearance is shaped as a ring and the ring width is
definedexcavation
logically biy
‘ja halfand
difference
between
the
outer
iameter
the outer
segment
diameter as shown in Fig. 2(b). A large settlement
may be yielded if the soil adjacent to the se ments

would move into the void clearance. Several

chemical materials however are .usually injected
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To realize the actual mechanism for various-settles
ments in shield tunnelling, mechanical soil behaviour

several processes in shield tunnelling and the

On the
other
hand, thewhic
stagleis
(3)due
shows
b tail
void
closure,
to settlement
delay of

cfiemical injection or release of device for keeping
perfect circle sha e of segments and the stage (4)
showsthe consoiidation settlement by the excess
water pressure built at the stage (3). These stress
states on an elemental base are also shown at the
middle part in this figure, where the stage (1) is

extension with lateral stress increase under constant
vertical stress, the sta e (2) is shear under a constant

mean
principalwith
stressiike
simple
shear,
the stage
is extension
vertical
stress
decrease
un(3)
er
.constant horizontal stress* (compression with lateral

stress decrease under constant vertical stress.at the
lateral position beside shield machine**) and the
stage (4) is one dimensional consolidation.
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Fig. 2 The side and rear views of a shield machine
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Fig. 3 The pattems of mechanical behaviour at

several processes in shield tunnelling

These stress states in shield tunnelling can be

Cl

v

explained more rationally in a stress space between
a shear stress q and a mean effective princi al stress

9).

U

n 4,3

‘ based on an elasto-plastic model by ghta and
gekiguchi (Seki uchi and Ohta, 1977; Ohta and

.QQ

Sekiguchi, l979§ as shown in Fig. 4. In this

I \i2) (3)

figure, a solid line and_ a dashed line denotes_ total

' (2)

stress path and effective stress path respectively.
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Fig. 4(a)-'shows a series of stress paths of

)/’

normally consolidated soil corresponding to the

entire stages_f`rom (1)_to (4) shown in Fig. 3. In this
figure, KONG
IS coefficient
eartht Rressure
rest of
normally
consolidated
soilofand
e C.S.L.atmeans

critical state line. From this figure it can be
recognized that the complicated mechanical
behav_iours in shield tunnelling may produce

if

0LP

unpredictable
settlements
water
If
excluding the
stage (1) and
and excess
the stage
(2),plressure.
t e stress
paths can become more simplified paths as shown
in Fig. 4(b). Fig. 4(”c) shows the stress paths with a

`<` #Total stress path
-~--:ElTective stress path

chemical injection at tail void closure. In these

(a) General stress paths

figures, thebehaviour
stress path
corresponding
to the
mechanical
at shield
she l side is denoted

as (3'). Comparing with Fig. 4(b), it is found that

even a single c clic load inward by tail void

fl
*J

closure and outwardybychemical injection at shield

fa.
O.

4 ' ).\°¢.
-5pe”

machinetotail
may produce.a
laiger
excess water
pressure
generate
a_large groun
settlement.
_This

implies the tail void is one of the mostdominant
factors for ground settlement in shield tunnelling

(3' \ 3')

among all the factors.
Based on this point, Mori and Akagi (198O,1983)
studied ground settlement by soil disturbance at tail

J >//I K
I

void closure, which was not clearly defined on its
effect to ground settlement but may correspond to

this process. They investigated a consolidation
behaviour after a single cyclic undrained shear

/

loading at triaxial compression and extension sides

L/

q.

for an isotropic consolidated clay specimen at

(4)

normally consolidated state, which was obtained at

0

down town Tokyo. As a result, the following

E"

F ~:Total stress path

relationship between maximum shear strain ymax and
volumetric- strain S, was obtained:

= a+bv,,....
Ymax (1)
"V

---- :Effective stress path

(b) Stress paths at tail void closure and consolidation
N)
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where, the a and the 'b are obtained to be 1.45 and
0.33 respectively.

<3'>'

_ Another set of these parameters, the a and the b
for a series of K0-consolidated clay at normally
consolidated state are defined to be 3.13 and 0.18
respectively, which give a more volumetric change
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at the same maximum shear strain Okazaki,

Iwasaki and Okadome, 1993; Katano, 199 ).

This implies the importance of initial stress for

predicting
settlement
in change
shield tunnellin
In
addition, tground
e smaller
volume
woulcF_ be
yielded for an over consolidated clay ground because

of its elasticity. Based on the above experimental

5%

'V --:Total stress path

results, it is concluded that various stress states may

occur in shield tunnelling and the corres onding
strains may generate com licated ground dieforma
tions. In addition, it can ge also concluded that a
rather large settlement might occur inevitably even
if a chemical material is injected simultaneously at
tail void closure.
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(c) Stress paths at tail void closure, chemical injec
tions arrd consolidation
Fig. 4 Typical stress paths at tail void

3. NUMERICAL ANALYSES BASED ON FEM
AND THEIR APPLICATIONS

(D Initial stress analysis

3.1 PROPOSED NUMERICAL MODEL BASED
TOTAL STRESS

U

\_\____/
_r

There have been proposed Several numerical

l

approaches for settlement prediction based on FEM

® Excavation

in shield tunnellin in Japan as shown in Fi . 5. A
numerical model iased on total stress and linear

A5|A5|

elasticitiy
not considering
consolidation
deformation
is wide y used
as the simplest
method. On
the other
hand, as the most precise method, a numerical model
based on- effective stress using an elasticity or- an
elasto-plastic constitutive model is sometimes used.
A practical computational technique between them
on elasticity to consider consolidation deformation

\ i_i__L_*__L» ~L__{__{__l__i_»'
OI'

Stress release Enforced displacement

was originally
proposed
Mori and
Akagi
(l980,l983),
which
as been by
extended
to appl
the

various construction conditions by the first autlilor as

® Consolidation settlement

shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 (Sakajo, 1986). Based
on this method, at first, immediate ground settle
ments and maximum shear strain on an elemental
base y a are calculated with the soil parameters
obtained' from undrained tests b applying a set of
stress release forces. Secondliy, the succeeding

\A52_
,--C Total settlement

\`\ /’IFixed

f' 6=A5|+A62

consolidation deformation will be computed with the

soil parameters obtained from drained tests by

a lying volumetric strain e obtained from Equation

( on the assumption' that the tunnel surface

A

Fi . 6 A proposed technique to predict ground

deformation boundary is fixed as shown in Fig. 6.
There have been reported many case studies based
on elasticity and few case studies based onconstitu

I

1

$

de Ormation in shield tunnelling

tive equations.
In engineering practice, the excavation force around
tunnel for these computations can be classified into
two groups i) stress release for excavation force and

|,`/ I\I|
»' `~

'/ ‘I

l

I

ii) enforced displacement as shown in Fi _ 7.

_` _/¢\

Whichever ty e of force is taken, the main proilem
is how to define the magnitude of excavation. The
number is usually denoted by the ot as follows:

§

(a)Stress released (b)Enforced (c)Enforced

force displacement displacement

(proposed by
Mori and Akagi)
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Fig. 7 The various patterns of excavation
where, the Fm and the Fm, are an actual force and
a maximum excavation force respectively. The out

i

t
t

immediate and succeeding deformation in shield

tunnelling are strongly influenced by the selection of
excavation force.

and
the 5 displacement
,xx are an actual
displacement
and a
maximum
respective
y.
The three models for tunnel excavation: a)Stress
released force, b)Enforced constant displacement
around the tunnel centre and c)Enforced displace
ment proposed b Mori and Akagi (l980,l983) are

The force for consolidation computation in this
method can be obtained, on FEM theory as the
following equation:

summarized by slakajo (1986) as shown in Fi _ 7(a)
through (c). The settlement distribution for both

lf ij}={Bij}'1~{Dijk1}-ls ,dl (3)
Consolidation

~|~01a| _ . notoonsidered

Sll'C.\`&S(l';lC2lSC
NumC,ica|
considered Ent-owed
; ccIive““'°"°“”"“‘°"
‘~
nf

Model displacement
. Elastoplasticity

i

where, the {f]a}
the applied
force vector for
consolidation
an theis{B--}
is displacement-strain

matrix. Furthermore, the {]fiijk} is stress-strain matrix
A

and the {sk,} is the strains obtained from Equation
1.

( )The ractical computational method to consider

consolidiation proposed by Mori and _Akagi

Fig. 5 The proposed several numerical procedures
on FEM

(l980,l983) is not based on FEM for consol1da_t1on

computation and it 1S not considered the various
588

patterns of excavation shown in Figs. 7(a) and (b).

An example pattern of computation by this

method is shown with a comparison of the most

simplified method in Fig.. 8._ The round surface is a
little sloped with a step and the siiield tunnel centre
is located in alluvial soft cohesive soil layer at depth
of G.L_-15.7 m.
*Fig. ~8(a) is thecomputed settlements in the case
of.
displacement
by Saka`o
(1986)
andaqplied
ig 8(b)enforced
is 'the computed
settlement
by stress
released excavation force. The ot is assumed 20 % for

the both cases. Comparin these fi ures, it is found
that the proposed methof can expiain simply both

immediate and consolidation settlements. It is
interesting
for suchconsoli
a simple
model
to be that
ablethe
to
explain
the typical
ation
behaviour

consolidation settlement is decreased to the depth
and it becomes zero at the tunnel crown.
The practical deformation prediction in shield
tunnelling b this method is investi ated by Okazaki,
Iwasaki and’ Okadome (1993) and Katano (1994).
They reported that the appropriate cz was 8 to 15 %

for stress released excavation force. They concluded
that the above method could explain the observations

well in shield tunnelling in down town Tokyo.

cant as a simplified procedure in engineering

practice.

3.2 PROPOSED NUMERICAL MODEL BASED
ON EFFECTIVE STRESS

As many engineers and researchers have pointed
out, numerical analyses on effective stress have made
a' more realistic simulations possible. For instance,

Duncan (1994) reported the role of advanced

constitutive relations for sands and clays. In tunnel
construction simulation, however, only 3-D analysis
can take into account the real excavation process in
tunneling (Nakai, Xu and Yamazaki, 1995). There
fore several numerical techniques to manipulate 3-D
ground behaviour in tunneling have been developed

on the basis of 2-D simulations (Ohnishi and
Kishimoto, 1980). The first author proposed a shield
tunnelling simulation system usin an elastic model
or an elasto-plastic constitutive Eased on effective

Immediate settlement .A 6 |

|43-->1-{

first
on 3-D FEl\/l) (Sakago,
l985a) andonthe
succeed
ing consolidation
will e computed
2-D
FEM

Consolidation settlement A 6 A _
G.L.
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From the above mentioned, it is found that the

above method proposed by Sakajo (1_986) is_ signifi

stress. The numerical model combines a 2-D FE
analysis with a 3-D FE analysis based on effective
stress. A shield roceeding process is analyzed at

Further, it is emphasized that the' a _must be

.‘_ .`

modified for the better prediction by comparing a
computation and a observation.

(unitzcm)

(b) Stress-released excavation force

Fig. 8 The typical results of example computations

(Sakajo,
1985b).
set ofvertical
computed
results
from athe
3
analysis
in a Agiven
cross
section,
computed deformation and excess water pressure are
inherited to a 2-D analysis. In this simulation system,
the
UL above
automatically
by the
material
roperty
an d_istime
schedu e defined
of chemical
injections
behind tail void if an amount of excavated soil from

shield front. However, in order to use an elasto
lastic constitutive model, a set of soil parameters
for both the model and stress histories must be
defined. A simplified procedure to estimate these

values have been proposed by the first author
(Sakajo,
Kamei
and computed
Chai, 1996;
Sakajo
andon
Hattori,
996); An
example
result
based
linear

elasticity using the above 3-D program (Sakajo,

1985b) is shown in Fig. 9. The used soil properties

herein are obtained from the soil investigation

results. Fig. 9(a) and (b) show the computed ground
surface settlement 5 and excess water pressure A u
compared to the measured values respectively. The

distance index in this figure means normalized

distance between the measured section and the shield
front face. From the observed values, it can be seen

that a considerable settlement is rprevented by a
chemical in`ection at the +1 distance index ( at the
shield macfiine tail ). The observed total ground
settlement,
therefore,atseems
lgept
rather less
the
chemical injections
the shie
d machine
tail ywith
increasing excess water pressure and afterwards a
large ground settlement seems generated with

dissipation of the excess water pressure. The
computed settlement at ground surface and the

excess water pressure overestimated the observed
values from -6 to -3 in distance index as shown in
these figures. The com uted values however could
explain well qualitatively the observations.
To thisaend, it is found that the above computed
results based on effective stress usin lineal elastcity
can explain the observed ones in shield tunnelling

qualitatively very well (Sakajo, 1985a). This
stress using an elasto-plastic model, which can

suggests a numerical simulation based on effective
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions were developed.

l)Th_e complicated ground behaviours in shield
tunnelling were investigated on an elemental base.
2)The.._tail void closure with the simultaneous

chemical injection at tail void is found the most
dominant factor of deformation in shield tunnellin .

3)Based on the above point, a simplified me51

od based on total stress to predict immediate

settlem_ent and succeeding consolidation in shield
tunnelling
was
4)A 2-D
andpresented.
3-D FE analysis system based on

effective stress for deformation prediction in shield
tunnelling was introduced and an example compu

tation on linear elasticity was presented with the

observation. `
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